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Abstract. The Coq and ProPre systems show the automated termination of a recursive function by rst constructing a tree associated with
the speci cation of the function which satis es a notion of terminal property and then verifying that this construction process is formally correct.
However, those two steps strongly depend on inductive principles and
hence Coq and ProPre can only deal with the termination proofs that
are inductive. There are however many functions for which the termination proofs are non-inductive. In this article, we attempt to extend the
class of functions whose proofs can be done automatically a la Coq and
ProPre to a larger class including functions whose termination proofs are
not inductive. We do this by extending the terminal property notion and
replacing the veri cation step above by one that searches for a decreasing
measure which can be used to establish the termination of the function.

1 Introduction
Termination is an important property in the veri cation of programs de ned
on recursive data structure that use automated deduction. While the problem
is undecidable, several proof methods of termination of functions have been developed using for instance formal proof methods in functional programming or
orderings of rewriting systems. For instance we mention polynomial interpretations [3,9, 21], recursive path orderings [14] and Knuth-Bendix orderings [7, 12].
The latter methods are characterized by orderings called simpli cation orderings [5, 18] and deal with the termination of functions called simply terminating
functions. Some functions that are non-simply terminating can be proven to terminate with methods based on structural inductive proofs because they focus
on recursive functions which can be viewed as sorted constructor systems that
allow reasoning on the orderings' structure of the data objects.
But there are other recursive functions that are non-simply terminating for
which inductive methods fail to prove the termination since precisely the structural orderings on the terms of the algebra cannot be used. These functions,
which we call, non-inductive-simply terminating functions form an important
class of functions used in recursive data structures and hence, automatically establishing their termination is an important property. This is witnessed by the

recent literature where techniques coming from rewriting [6, 1, 2, 8] have been
proposed to automate the termination of such functions.
We are interested in automating the termination (inductive or non-inductive)
of recursive functions in a theorem proving framework. We choose the framework
of the system called ProPre developed in [17,15,16] which is also the one used
in Coq [4]. ProPre is devoted to the termination of recursively de ned functions.
The Coq and ProPre systems show the automated termination of a recursive
function by rst constructing a tree associated with the speci cation of the
function which satis es a notion of terminal property and then verifying that the
process of constructing such a tree is formally correct. The search of such trees,
from which it is also possible to extract decreasing measures [19, 10] through the
recursive call of the function, relies in particular on the structure of multi-sorted
algebras and hence automated termination proofs in Coq and ProPre strongly
depend on inductive principles. This means that Coq and ProPre can only deal
with the termination proofs that are inductive.
Our aim is to extend the Coq and ProPre approaches to deal with automated
non-inductive termination proofs. To do this, we introduce a new notion of terminal state property which has an algorithmic content that enables the method
to be automated as an inductive one. From each tree that enjoys the terminal
state property we associate an ordinal measure that couldn't be previously obtained from the ProPre system [19, 10] and we show the decreasing property that
ensures in this way the termination of the recursive function. As a consequence,
the technique allows inductive methods to go further in the proof search when
natural structural orderings are not enough to achieve the proof.
The paper is divided as follows: In Section 2, we set out the formal machinery.
In Section 3, we introduce ProPre notion of terminal state property and our own
extension of it. We show that our extension strictly includes the ProPre notion
and establish in Theorem 1 that if a distributing tree A has the terminal state
property in the system ProPre, then A has the new terminal state property and
that the opposite does not hold. In Section 4, we explain how it is possible to
de ne ordinal measures against trees of functions where if the ordinal measure
decreases in the recursive call of the function, then this function terminates.
We recall the rami ed measures that come from the analysis of the ProPre
system and we give new measures which will help in establishing terminations of
functions where the proofs of terminations are non-inductive. Our main theorem
of this section (Theorem 2) establishes that our new notion of terminal state
and our extended notion of measures, enable us to establish the termination of
functions (inductive and non inductive).

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Constructor systems
In this paper we deal with constructor systems and more precisely with sorted
constructor systems. The following standard de nitions are needed.

De nition 2.1. We assume a set F of function symbols, called signature, and
a set S of sorts. To each function f 2 F we associate a natural number n that
denotes its arity and a type s1 ; : : : ; sn ! s with s; s1 ; : : : ; sn 2 S. A function is
called constant if its arity is 0.
We assume that the set of functions F is divided in two disjoint sets Fc and Fd .
Functions in Fc (which also include the constants) are called constructor symbols
or constructors and those in Fd are called de ned symbols or de ned functions.
De nition 2.2. Let X be a set of variables disjoint from F . We assume that
each variable of X has a unique sort and that for each sort s there is a countable
number of variables in X of sort s. If s is a sort, F and X are respectively sets
included in Fc [ Fd and X , then T (F; X)s is the smallest set such that:
1. every element of X of sort s is a term of sort s,
2. if t1; : : : ; tn are terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn respectively, and if f is a function
of type s1 ; : : : ; sn ! s, then f(t1 ; : : : ; tn) is a term of sort s.
If X is empty, we denote T (F; X)s by T (F)s whose elements are called ground
terms. If the arity of c is 0, the constant term c() is also denoted c. V ar(t) denotes
the set of variables that occur in the term t, and P os(t) is the set of positions
of t. If s and t are terms and q is a position of t, then the term t[s]q is the term
t in which the term s is now at position q.
De nition 2.3. A (sorted) equation is a pair (l; r)s of terms l and r of a sort s,
which is also called rewrite rule and written l ! r. A set of (sorted) equations
is non overlapping i no left-hand sides unify each other.
De nition 2.4. A speci cation or constructor system E of a function f :
s1 ; : : : ; sn ! s in Fd is a non overlapping set of left-linear equations
f(e1; e01 )s ; : : : ; (ep ; e0p )s g such that for all 1  i  p, ei is of the form f(t1 ; : : : ; tn)
with tj 2 T (Fc ; X )sj , j = 1; : : : ; n; and e0i 2 T (Fc [ Fd ; X )s.
De nition 2.5. Let E be a speci cation of a function f with type s1; : : : ; sn !
s. A recursive call of f is a pair (f(t1 ; : : : ; tn); f(u1 ; : : : ; un)) where f(t1 ; : : : ; tn)
is a left-hand side of an equation of E and f(u1 ; : : : ; un) is a subterm of the
corresponding right-hand side.

2.2 The term distributing trees
We give some ingredients that will be needed in the next sections. A term distributing tree of a speci cation is a tree whose root can be seen as an uplet of
distinct variables, each node matches its children and each leaf corresponds to a
left-hand side of an equation. More precisely we have:
De nition 2.6. Let E be a speci cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s. A is
a term distributing tree for E i it is a tree such that:
1. its root is of the form f(x1 ; : : : ; xn) where xi is a variable of sort si , i  n,

2. each left-hand side of an equation of E is a leaf of A (up to variable renaming)
3. each node f(t1 ; : : : ; tn) of A admits one variable x0 of a sort s0 such that the
set of children of the node is (for x01; : : : ; x0r are not in t1; : : :tn ):
ff(t1 ; : : :tn )[C(x01; : : :x0r )=x0 ]; C : s01 ; : : : ; s0r ! s0 2 Fc g.

Notation 2.7. Let A be a term distributing tree. A branch B from the root 1
to a leaf k is denoted by (1 ; x01); : : : ; (k 1; x0k 1); k where 1 is the root, k is
the leaf, and for each i  k 1, x0i is the variable x0 for the node i in the third
clause of De nition 2.6.
It can be easily seen, according to De nition 2.6, that we have the following:
Fact 2.8. Let E be a speci cation of a function f of type s1; : : : ; sn ! s and
A be a term distributing tree for E .
1. For each (t1 ; : : : ; tn) 2 T (Fc )s  : : :  T (Fc )sn there exists one and only
one leaf  of A and a ground constructor substitution  such that () =
f(t1 ; : : : ; tn).
2. For every branch of A from the root to a leaf (1 ; x1); : : : ; (k 1; xk 1); k
and for all i  j  k, there exists a constructor substitution j;i such that
j;i(i ) = j . The substitutions j;i may also be written as j ;i
We introduce here a well-founded ordering relation on the terms.
De nition 2.9. Assume a function m on the terms ranging over natural number
that is closed under substitutions, i.e. m(u) > m(v) implies m((u)) > m((v))
for all ground substitution . Let u; v 2 T (F ; X )s for a given sort s. We say that
u @ v i u is linear and m(u) < m(v) with V ar(u)  V ar(v).
1

3 Generalizing the Coq termination procedure and the
ProPre system
The analysis of the termination proofs using the Recursive Definition of the
Coq assistant and the ProPre system shows that writing a formal proof in these
systems can be regarded as the search of a term distributing tree that enjoys a
terminal state property. That is to say, if a formal tree for a speci cation of a
function can be built having a terminal state property then the function terminates. We de ne in this section a new terminal state property for a term distributing tree generalizing that of Recursive Definition procedure and ProPre. We
rst give some notations that will be used in the rest of the paper.
Notation 3.1. Let A be a term distributing tree for a speci cation. If t is the
left-hand side of an equation, b(t) will denote the branch in the term distributing
tree that leads to the term t. If b is a branch, then Lb will denote the leaf of the
branch b. Note that b and b(t) may denote two distinct branches.
If a node  matches a term u of a recursive call (t; u), then the substitution will
be denoted by ;u .

As every function that terminates with the procedure of the Coq assistant also
terminates with the ProPre system, we do not give here the property in the
setting of the Recursive Definition but only for the extended version of the
ProPre system. Note that it is actually devised in a di erent way from below
in [16]. However it has been shown [11] that for each distributing tree de ned
in [16] that enjoys the terminal state property of [16] there is a corresponding
term distributing tree of De nition 2.6 that has the following property (De nition 3.2) which is more convenient for our purpose.

De nition 3.2. Let A be a term distributing tree for a speci cation. We say
that A has the terminal state property (tsp) if there is an application  : A !
f0; 1g on the nodes of A such that if L is a leaf, (L) = 0, and for all recursive
call (t; u), there is a node (; x) in the branch b(t) with () = 1 such that 
matches u with ;u(x) @ Lb t ; (x) and for all ancestor (0 ; x0) of  in b(t) with
(0 ) = 1, we have 0 ;u(x0 ) v Lb t ;0 (x0 ).
As already mentioned, if a speci cation E of a function admits a term distributing tree that has the terminal state property, then E is terminating [17].
The rest of this section is devoted to de ne a new terminal state property generalizing the previous one. We rst need to introduce fresh variables as follows.
For each position q and sort s, we will assume there is a new variable of sort s
indexed by q and distinct from those of X .
( )

( )

De nition 3.3. Let t be a term and q be a position. The term [ t]]q is de ned
as follows: [ x]]q = x if x is a variable, [ C(t1; : : : ; tn)]]q = C([[t1] q1; : : : ; [ tn] qn)
if C 2 Fc , and [ g(t1; : : : ; tn)]]q = xq if g 2 Fd .
For a term u = g(u1 ; : : : ; un) and a substitution ', g('[[u]]) will denote the term
g('([[u]]1); : : : ; '([[u]]n)).
We introduce the following relations: For u; v in T (Fc ; X )s, we will say that
u D v if u 6@ v with :(b) or :(c) or m(v) < m(u) in De nition 2.9; and we will say
that u 4 v if u 6@ v with (b) and (c) and m(u) = m(v). We will use the so-called
size measure j : j# for the mentioned measure m. In the following de nitions of
the section we will consider a function f : s1 ; : : : ; sn ! s, a speci cation or a
split speci cation E , and a term distributing tree A of E .
De nition 3.4. For each node , C will denote fb 2 A;  2 bg and R the
set of recursive call (t; u) such that b(t) 2 C . If (t; u) is a recursive call, then
MA(u) = fb 2 A; 9'; '0 such that f('[[u]]) = '0 (f(Lb ))g and QA (t; u) = f 2
b(t); 9; (f()) = ug.
Note that the set QA (t; u) is not empty since the root node belongs to QA(t; u).
Let b be a branch and two nodes ; 0 2 b, we say that  < 0 if  is closer than 0
to the root (i.e. if  is an ancestor of 0 ). So we can write NA (t; u) = maxQA(t; u).
For each node  of A we assume an associated subset G of R which will
be made explicit in De nition 3.7. Notice that the de nitions below should be
given simultaneously but are introduced separately to ease the readability.

De nition 3.5. Let (; x) be a node of A and G be a subset of R . For each
recursive call (t; u) of G such that  2 QA (t; u), we assume that one of the two

following cases below holds and we de ne (t;u), as follows:
1. If ;u(x) @ Lb t ; (x) or ;u (x) D Lb t ; (x), then (t;u) = 1,
2. If ;u(x) 4 Lb t ; (x), then (t;u) = 0.
The meaning of the above de nition and the following one is to give decreasing
criteria extending those of De nitions 2.9 and 3.2. It relies in particular on the
hierarchical structure of the trees.
De nition 3.6. Let (; x) be a node of A and G be a subset of R . For each
recursive call (t; u) of G such that  2 QA (t; u) and for each branch b 2 C , we
will de ne (t;u);b in the following way:
1. First take all (t; u) such that ;u (x) D Lb t ; (x), and let for all b 2 C :
( )

( )

( )

(

( )

(t;u);b = 0 if b 2 MA (u),
1 if not.
2. Next, consider each (t; u) in G such that there is a (t0; u0) with (t0;u0 );b(t) = 0,
and for which no (t;u);b0 is already de ned for any b0 2 C . Then also take

(

(t;u);b = 0 if b 2 MA (u),
1 if not.
3. Finally if item 2 cannot be applied, put (t;u);b = 1 for each b 2 C .
Notice that the cases 1 and 2 are made distinct in the above de nition as the
value (t;u) is algorithmically de ned; namely case 1 is the initial case.
We de ne, for each node  ofQA and each left-hand side t of an equation
(t0 ;u0);b(t) if G 6= ;, and t = 0 if not.
where  with b(t) 2 C , t =


(t0;u0 )2G
2QA (t0 ;u0)

We now explicit the subset G of R for a node . The following states whether
from each node, a recursive call can be eliminated from a set of recursive calls:
De nition 3.7. Let 1 be the root of the recursive distributing tree A. We rst
put G = R . Now assume that G is de ned for a node  of A and let 0 be
a child of  with 0 in A. The set G0 is then de ned as follows: (t; u) 2 G0 i
(t; u) 2 R0 \ G and ((t;u); t ) 6= (1; 1).
Now, we de ne F which is a necessary condition for the termination statement.
De nition 3.8. Let  be a node of associated tree A of the recursive distributing
tree A distinct from a leaf. We put F() = 0 if there is a child 0 of  and (t; u)
in G0 such that  > NA (t; u); and we put F() = 1 if not.
Now the new terminal state property can be de ned below.
1

1

De nition 3.9. The recursive distributing tree A is said to have the new
terminal state property if for each node  of A distinct from a leaf we have
F() = 1 and for each branch b there is node 0 in b such that G0 = ;.
We now come to Theorem 1 that states the above de nition of the new terminal
state property strictly includes the ProPre notion of terminal state property.

Theorem 1. Let E be a speci cation of a function with a distributing tree A.
If A has the terminal state property in the system ProPre, then A has the new
terminal state property. The opposite does not hold.

A crucial point is of course to make sure that the new terminal state property
leads a function to terminate. We prove this result in the next section by showing
the existence of measures decreasing through the recursive calls of the functions.
Note that there exist decreasing measures coming from the formal termination
proofs in Coq or in ProPre. But in contrast with these measures, the new one,
with the new terminal state property, will allow one to prove the termination
functions that usually cannot be done with inductive methods.

4 Dealing with a non inductive method
A close notion to term distributing trees of a speci cation that has the terminal state property is the rami ed measures. The measures coming from Coq or
ProPre characterize in some sense the induction proofs made in the systems.
We recall the rami ed measures and explain why we need to introduce other
measures to deal with termination that usually cannot be proven with inductive
methods. Among these measures, a particular class is de ned that is related to
term distributing trees enjoying the new terminal state property and we show
that they have the decreasing property. This, therefore, implies that the corresponding functions terminate. As a consequence, this provides a method of
reasoning about termination of recursive functions where the underlying proofs
rely on non-inductive as well as inductive axioms.

4.1 The rami ed measures and the ProPre system
De nition 4.1. Let A be a tree and  a node of A. The height of  in A,
denoted by H(; A), is the height of the subtree of A whose root is  minus one.
For a term distributing tree A, we assume that for each node i di erent from a

leaf there is an application mi that maps on natural numbers. The general form
of ordinal measures introduced in [19] is given by the following
De nition 4.2. Let E be a speci cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s, A
be a term distributing tree for a speci cation of E and ! be the least in nite
ordinal. The rami ed measure A : T (Fc )s  : : :  T (Fc )sn ! !! is de ned by:
Let t = (t1 ; : : : ; tn) be an element of the domain and  be the leaf of A such
that there is a substitution  with () = f(t) (Fact 2.8). Let B be the branch
1

(1 ; x1); : : : ; (k 1; xk 1);  of A from the root to , let r;s be the substitutions
of Fact 2.8 and for each i the associated application mi , i  k 1. Then
A(t) =

X1 H(i ;A)
!
 mi ((k;i (xi ))) :

k
i

=1

The rami ed measures can be illustrated by Figures 1 and 4. An interesting
subclass of the above measures is the class of R-measures. It has been shown that
to each formal termination proof of recursive functions made with the Recursive
Definition procedure of the Coq assistant, there is a distributing tree that has
the terminal state property implying the decreasing property of the R-measure
associated to the distributing tree [19]. This class of measures could be enlarged
with I-measures [10] that can be related to a more ecient version of ProPre [16].
The functions mi that occur in the de nition of these measures belonging to
the class of De nition 4.2 are directly supplied from formal proofs made in the
system. This can be illustrated by Figures 2 and 3, where m is the parameterized
function of De nition 2.9.
De nition 4.3. The recursive length lg of a term t of sort s is de ned by:
1. if t is a constant or a variable, then lg(t) = 1,
X
2. if t = C(t1 ; : : : ; tn) with C : s1 ; : : : ; sn ! s then lg(t) = 1 + lg(tj ).
=

sj s

i ; xi

i ; xi
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mi
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Fig.1. Rami ed measures Fig.2. R-measures
4.2 Extended ordinal measures
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Fig.3. I-measures,
mi 2 fm;~0g

We motivate here the de nition of new ordinals illustrated with some examples.
It is well known that the structural ordering is the most used among the
well-founded orderings on natural numbers. As it is claimed in [20], other wellorderings on natural number are dicult to nd automatically. As a simple
illustration the constant function with value 0 is given in [20] that can be de ned
with the following speci cation E1 .
f(0) ! f(s(0)); f(s(0)) ! f(s(s(0)); f(s(s(x)) ! 0:
(1)
Though a well-founded ordering is of course easy to nd by a human in
this case, it is however dicult to obtain one in an automated way since it is
a non-simply terminating function and not suited to inductive methods. Note
that proving at the same time the correctness of the speci cation (i.e. f(x) = 0)

and the termination seems not really relevant here as this is usually done with
an ordering. Moreover the speci cation of the quot function given in this paper
clearly shows that the correctness cannot be helpful in that case.
Note that there is no term distributing tree of E1 which has the terminal
state property, but there is one that satis es the new terminal state property.
The following example E2 of the function evenodd : nat; nat ! Bool is borrowed from [1]. As mentioned in [1] the modi cations of mutually recursive functions to obtain a function without mutual recursion leads to such speci cations
as that of evenodd below. We assume that not is already de ned.
evenodd(x; 0) ! not(evenodd(x; s(0)))
evenodd(0; s(0)) ! false
evenodd(s(x); s(0)) ! evenodd(x; 0):

(2)

The second argument is used as a ag that enables evenodd to compute
either the even function or the odd function. This function, which is a non
simply terminating function, cannot be proven with usual inductive methods
since precisely there is no natural orderings that can be used.
Consider the next example of speci cation of the function quot : nat; nat; nat !
nat, borrowed from T. Kolbe [13] and that can be found in [2].
The value of quot(x; y; z) corresponds to 1 + b x z y c when z 6= 0 and y  x,
that is to say quot(x; y; y) computes b yx c.
quot(0; s(y); s(z)) ! 0
quot(s(x); s(y); z) ! quot(x; y; z)
quot(x; 0; s(z)) ! s(quot(x; s(z); s(z)):

(3)

The last rule shows that the speci cation is not simply terminating. The same
rule also shows that the termination cannot be proven by usual inductions proofs.
It turns out that speci cation functions such as (1), the evenodd function
(2) or the quot function (3) cannot be proven by the system ProPre and no
R-measures neither I-measures [19,10] have the decreasing property for any of
these speci cations. However, the following ordinal function
(u; 0) = !  juj# + 1, (u; s(v)) = !  juj# ;
where j  j# is the size function, i.e. j0j# = 1, js(u)j# = 1 + juj#, re ects
the speci cation of evenodd in the sense that it decreases in the recursive call
of the function. There is also an ordinal measure below that has the decreasing
property for the speci cation of the quot function
(u; s(v); w) = !  juj#, (u; 0; w) = !  juj# + 1.
It would be possible to nd a decreasing measure in the class of De nition 4.2
for (1), (2) or (3), but the choice of the mi is dicult to obtain in an automated
way. In particular we want to have mi functions that are as simple as possible, such as for instance the size functions that are found in the above ordinal.
Furthermore we would like to relate decreasing measures to term distributing
trees that satisfy the new notion of terminal state property generalizing those

of Coq and ProPre. It turns out that such suitable measures actually belong to
the extended ordinal measures de ned below. We rst introduce the following
De nition 4.4. Let E be a speci cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s such
that there exists a term distributing tree A for E . For each node i of A, we will
assume that there are associated applications mi;1 ; : : : ; mi;ji that map on natural
numbers whose number is equal to the number of the sub-branches starting from
the node i . Note that this number may be distinct from the number of the
children of the node. These applications will be called node measures. If  is a
leaf of a branch where i appears, we will also use mi ; to make explicit one of
the node measures of i when necessary.
De nition 4.5. Let E be a speci cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s such
that there exists a term distributing tree A for E . The extended measure
A : T (Fc )s  : : :  T (Fc )sn ! !! , is de ned as follows:
Let t = (t1 ; : : : ; tn) be an element of the domain and  be the leaf of A such
that there is a substitution  with () = f(t) (Fact 2.8). Let B be the branch
(1 ; x1); : : : ; (k 1; xk 1);  of A from the root to , let r;s be the substitutions
of Fact 2.8. Then
1

A(t) =

X1 H(i ;A)
!
 mi ; ((k;i (xi ))) :

k
i

=1

An extended measure can be illustrated by Figures 5 and 6.
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For instance the speci cation E1 with the equations (1) in Section 4.2 admits
a term distributing tree with an extended measure de ned as follows
A (0) = !  j0j#, A (s(0)) = j0j#, A (s(s(u))) = 0.
This measure has obviously the decreasing property in the recursive calls of E1 .
One may wonder whether the automation of decreasing measures belonging
to De nition 4.5 is possible since we have to take account of the mi;j applications.
We will show that it will be enough to consider a subclass of measures, called
hole-measures, generalizing R- and I-measures. These measures will be associated
to term distributing trees enjoying the new terminal state property. We will show
that they have the decreasing property and that functions which admit a term
distributing tree with the new terminal state property, are therefore terminating.

4.3 The hole-measures
De nition 4.6. Let E be a speci cation of a function f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s such
that there exists a term distributing tree A for E . The hole measure
A : T (Fc )s  : : :  T (Fc )sn ! !! , is de ned as follows:
Let t = (t1 ; : : : ; tn) be an element of the domain and  be the leaf of A such
that there is a substitution  with () = f(t) (Fact 2.8). Let B be the branch
(1 ; x1); : : : ; (k 1; xk 1);  of A from the root to , let r;s be the substitutions
1

of Fact 2.8. Then

A (t) =

k 1
X
!H(i ;A)  (ti  j((k;i(xi )))j# ) :
i

=1

That is to say mi ; = ti  j : j# .
Note that, due to the relation between the leaf  and the term t, ti  j : j#
depends both on i and  in the above de nition.
i ; xi

i ; xi
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Fig.6. Extended measures
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Now we come to the main theorem of this paper. It states that our new notion
of new terminal state property and our extended notion of measures enable us
to establish the inductive and non inductive termination of functions.
Theorem 2. Let E be a speci cation of a function f : s1 ; : : : ; sn ! s and

A be a distributing tree A for E having the new terminal state property. The

associated measure A satis es the decreasing property. I.e., for each recursive
call (f(t1 ; : : : ; tn); f(u1 ; : : : ; un)) of E and ground constructor substitution ' we
have: A ('(t1 ); : : : ; '(tn )) > A ('([[u1] 1); : : : ; '([[un] n)).

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a method that extends the automation of the
proofs of termination of recursive functions used in ProPre and Coq. Whereas
Coq and ProPre could only deal with the automation of inductive proofs, the
method allows the automation of a larger class of recursive functions because
non structural orderings can be handled by the method. The method is also
a good vehicle for extending the automation of termination proofs of recursive
functions to deal with issues not yet incorporated in theorem provers.
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